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● Initial simplified DM models: Add a singlet 
acting as mediator between the visible and 
dark sectors

● Problem: Unitarity is be violated: Interactions 
between DM mediator and SM fermions are 
not gauge invariant

● Solution: Extend the SM Higgs sector 

Two Higgs Doublet Model with an additional pseudoscalar DM mediator 2HDM+a: simplest 
gauge-invariant and renormalisable extension of the simplified pseudoscalar DM model

➔ New channels for particle interaction  More distinctive collider signatures→

Motivation

Open question: Dark Matter nature

arXiv:1506.03116

arXiv:1510.02110

https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.03116
https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.02110
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Previous searches 
Exclusion mA-ma plane ● ET

miss+h(bb) and ET
miss+Z(ll) dominate the 

sensitivity

arxiv.2306.00641

 
No mass hierarchy: mA=mH=mH± 

● tbH± provides 
complementary 
sensitivity

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.00641
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2HDM TypeI

Why Type I? 
All previous LHC searches consider only Type II Yukawa sector

➔ Constraints from flavour physics on charged Higgs mass are very weak in Type I  allow lower H→ ± 
masses

arxiv.1803.01853

Type I Type II

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.01853.pdf
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Type I Type II

2HDM TypeI

Why Type I? 
➔ H± should be close to the mass of A or H: Allow smaller mH±  Smaller allowed masses for A/H  → →

Explore masses below the SM Higgs mass

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.01853.pdf
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A-boson dominant decays
New channel

Poorly explored region promising to probe with bb+ET
miss and bb+ll
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H-boson dominant decays
H decays provide new channels

In the following we focus on 
bb+ET

miss and ll+bb produced 
with an A-boson resonance
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Requirements
● 0 leptons, exactly 2 b-jets, ET

miss > 150GeV

Reconstruction
● a or Z: Missing transverse momentum
● H candidate: 2 b-jets
● Transverse mass for A candidate: H+ET

miss
Calculate sensitivity with mH

Apply cuts to improve sensitivity, similar to the 
ATLAS A  Z(νν)H(bb)→  analysis

bb+ET
miss signature

Consider both signal 
processes for bb+ET

miss 
final state 

arXiv:2311.04033

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.04033
https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.04033
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h+ET
miss signature

● Complementary exclusion for the phase space where A  Ha decay is not kinematically allowed→

● Same cuts and reconstruction as  bb+ET
miss 

Calculate sensitivity with mT(A)
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Cuts inspired from the ATLAS A ZH llbb→ →  analysis 

● Apply mbb window: 0.85mH -20 < mbb < mH+20  →
Increase sensitivity 

bb+ll signature

Calculate sensitivity with mA

● Z: OSSF lepton-pair (μ+μ-/e+e-)
● H candidate: 2 b-jets
● A candidate: H+Z

arXiv:2011.05639● Previous A ZH llbb analyses both in → → ATLAS and 
CMS cover mbb above 125 GeV 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02991
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ZZ+ET
miss signature

Cuts inspired from the ATLAS llll+MET 
analysis 

● Exactly four leptons
● ET

miss  > 50 GeV
● m(4l) < 400 GeV

Calculate sensitivity with mT(A)

● Transverse mass for A candidate: minv(4l)+ET
miss

arxiv.2107.00404

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00404
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Results

● Exclusion shown for Run2 luminosity except ZZ+ET
miss shown for Run2 + Run3

● Expand exclusion to masses below the mass of 
the SM Higgs boson  Particularly interesting to →
investigate observed small excess at ~95 GeV 

● Br(H  bbI) drops drastically when H  aa/Za → →
becomes kinematically possible 

 
● Minimum requirement on ET

miss sets a lower bound 
on mA 375 GeV⪆

● This restriction could be overcome be employing 
new techniques like new b-jet triggers
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Results

● Empty areas in the parameter region can be covered by further signatures such as Z+ET
miss, j+ET

miss, tt
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Results

● Allowing larger mass splitting Δm = mA-mH± = 100 GeV  → A  H→ +W- becomes kinematically possible

 
● Extra constraints through A  H→ +W-

● Stronger restrictions on allowed 
parameter space
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Conclusion

➢ 2HDM+a of TypeI is not yet explored  → Leads to promising new signatures

➢ Goal: New benchmarks of uncovered final states  → New analyses with Run3 data   

➢ New decay channels: A  a H(bb),  A  Z H(aZ)→ →
                                       H  a A(tt), H  H→ → + W-

 
➢ bb+ET

miss and llbb expand exclusion to masses 
below the SM Higgs mass

arxiv.2404.05704

https://arxiv.org/abs/2404.05704
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Back-up slides
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2HDM+a theory

● Two Higgs doublets H1, H2 , one pseudoscalar singlet P

Five Higgs bosons

One DM mediator

SM Higgs

● Masses: mA, mH, mH±, ma, mχ (DM mass)

Mixing angles:

α  → Mixing of CP-even states (H  h)⇔  

β  →

θ → Mixing of CP-odd states (A  a)⇔

u-type d-type leptons gA
u gA

d

Type I H2 H2 H2 1/tanβ -1/tanβ

Type II H2 H1 H1 1/tanβ tanβ

Couplings
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Constraints on mixing angle θ 

sinθ=0.2
sinθ=0.35

● sinθ choice affects A branching ratio● Constraints on sinθ from EW precision observables

A 

We choose small sinθ values of 0.2 and 0.35
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● Measurements for h → invisible constrain ma  100 GeV≳

Constraints on Model Parameters

ma choice affects H 
branching ratios

We choose: 
ma = 100 GeV

● SM Higgs boson couplings → tight constraints on cos(β-α): We choose cos(β-α)=0 (alignment limit 
where h → SM Higgs)

Additional constraints:
● Decay widths of BSM (pseudo)scalars should remain small → narrow width approximation
● Scalar potential should be bounded from below (BFB) to assure stability
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 ATLAS A  Z(νν)H(bb)→  analysis

bb+ET
miss signature

arXiv:2311.04033

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.04033
https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.04033
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bb+ET
miss signature

Cross-sections in fb

σ(ggA) x Br(A  aH) x Br(a  χχ)x Br(H  bb)→ → → σ(ggA) x Br(A  ZH) x Br(Z  νν)x Br(H  bb)→ → →
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● Previous A ZH llbb analyses both in → → ATLAS and CMS cover mbb above 125 GeV 

bb+ll signature
Previous analyses

arxiv.2011.05639

arxiv.1603.02991

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02991
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02991
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● A ZH llbb in → → ATLAS

bb+ll signature

arxiv.2011.05639

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.05639
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ZZ+ET
miss signature

arxiv.2107.00404Selection from
● Exactly four leptons
● |mZ-91.2| < 10 GeV
● pT(l)>25GeV
● ET

miss  > 50 GeV
● m(4l) < 400 GeV

arxiv.2401.04742

Additional ATLAS 4l+MET search with 4l 
coming from H resonance

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00404
https://arxiv.org/abs/2401.04742
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Benchmark scenarios

 
Study four benchmark points for different  Δm=mA-mH± and tanβ 

 
Black: Constraints from EW precision measurements and decay widths > 30%
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Exclusion

● Show four different benchmark points for different Δm=mA-mH± and sinθ

● Δρ violated: Constraints from electroweak precision observables
● BFBs hold: Scalar potential is bounded from below 
● Γi/mi<30%: Decay widths of scalars should remain small 
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Signatures with charged Higgs

● Allowing larger mass splitting between mA and mH± 
makes further new unexplored signal signatures 
kinematically possible such as A→H+W- 

mH±=mA-120, mH=100GeV, ma=600GeV
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● No previous A→H+W- analysis

● Only a small region (bottom left corner) is 
sensitive for the H± W→ ±H decay

● Larger region where the H± t→ b decay is 
important

● Both of them give a final state not 
previously explored

Signatures with charged Higgs
The A → H+W- decay 
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bb+ET
miss signature

 Impact of Box Diagrams
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The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly













		Initial simplified DM models: Add a singlet acting as mediator between the visible and dark sectors





		Problem: Unitarity is be violated: Interactions between DM mediator and SM fermions are not gauge invariant





		Solution: Extend the SM Higgs sector 











Two Higgs Doublet Model with an additional pseudoscalar DM mediator 2HDM+a: simplest gauge-invariant and renormalisable extension of the simplified pseudoscalar DM model





		New channels for particle interaction → More distinctive collider signatures







Motivation



Open question: Dark Matter nature





arXiv:1506.03116



arXiv:1510.02110



The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly









Previous searches 

Exclusion mA-ma plane







		ETmiss+h(bb) and ETmiss+Z(ll) dominate the sensitivity







arxiv.2306.00641



 

No mass hierarchy: mA=mH=mH± 











		tbH± provides complementary sensitivity















2HDM TypeI







Why Type I? 



All previous LHC searches consider only Type II Yukawa sector



		Constraints from flavour physics on charged Higgs mass are very weak in Type I → allow lower H± masses







arxiv.1803.01853



Type I



Type II











arxiv.1803.01853



Type I



Type II



2HDM TypeI







Why Type I? 



		H± should be close to the mass of A or H: Allow smaller mH± → Smaller allowed masses for A/H → Explore masses below the SM Higgs mass















A-boson dominant decays





















New channel







Poorly explored region promising to probe with bb+ETmiss and bb+ll



The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







H-boson dominant decays





















H decays provide new channels



In the following we focus on bb+ETmiss and ll+bb produced with an A-boson resonance



The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







Requirements



		0 leptons, exactly 2 b-jets, ETmiss > 150GeV



Reconstruction



		a or Z: Missing transverse momentum



		H candidate: 2 b-jets



		Transverse mass for A candidate: H+ETmiss









Calculate sensitivity with mH



Apply cuts to improve sensitivity, similar to the ATLAS A → Z(νν)H(bb) analysis



bb+ETmiss signature









Consider both signal processes for bb+ETmiss final state 



arXiv:2311.04033







h+ETmiss signature





		Complementary exclusion for the phase space where A → Ha decay is not kinematically allowed





		Same cuts and reconstruction as  bb+ETmiss 















Calculate sensitivity with mT(A)



The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly









Cuts inspired from the ATLAS A→ZH→llbb analysis 







		Apply mbb window: 0.85mH -20 < mbb < mH+20 → Increase sensitivity 









bb+ll signature







Calculate sensitivity with mA







		Z: OSSF lepton-pair (μ+μ-/e+e-)



		H candidate: 2 b-jets



		A candidate: H+Z











arXiv:2011.05639









		Previous A→ZH→llbb analyses both in ATLAS and CMS cover mbb above 125 GeV 













ZZ+ETmiss signature











Cuts inspired from the ATLAS llll+MET 

analysis 



		Exactly four leptons



		ETmiss  > 50 GeV



		m(4l) < 400 GeV









Calculate sensitivity with mT(A)







		Transverse mass for A candidate: minv(4l)+ETmiss







arxiv.2107.00404







Results







		Exclusion shown for Run2 luminosity except ZZ+ETmiss shown for Run2 + Run3













		Expand exclusion to masses below the mass of the SM Higgs boson → Particularly interesting to investigate observed small excess at ~95 GeV 

















		Br(H → bb̄) drops drastically when H→ aa/Za becomes kinematically possible 











 



		Minimum requirement on ETmiss sets a lower bound on mA⪆375 GeV



		This restriction could be overcome be employing new techniques like new b-jet triggers









The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







Results







		Empty areas in the parameter region can be covered by further signatures such as Z+ETmiss, j+ETmiss, tt











The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







Results







		Allowing larger mass splitting Δm = mA-mH± = 100 GeV → A → H+W- becomes kinematically possible









 



		Extra constraints through A → H+W-



		Stronger restrictions on allowed parameter space









The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







Conclusion







		2HDM+a of TypeI is not yet explored → Leads to promising new signatures





		







		Goal: New benchmarks of uncovered final states → New analyses with Run3 data  















		New decay channels: A → a H(bb),  A → Z H(aZ)

 H → a A(tt), H → H+ W-

 



		bb+ETmiss and llbb expand exclusion to masses below the SM Higgs mass







arxiv.2404.05704



		ATLAS and CMS sigmas.



		NSW will produce cleaner muon signals, beneficial for these kind of analyses.



		HL-LHC will reach 5 sigma and an estimated 9sigma is expected at the end of this run.



		These studies help understanding multi.higgs models and different generation higgs couplings.



		There are some questions still to be answered like… why higgs couples so differently to muons and taus while W boson couples similarly? (and go to next slide and read quote)







The H → µ+ µ− decay has a small number of expected signal events but a relatively clean final state, so the error is dominated by statistical uncertainties.



The hl lhc calculation is performed under the assumption that the significance and the uncertainty on the signal strength scale purely with the luminosity as 1/√L, while effects such as increases of the pile-up and systematic uncertainties are not taken into account. This is reasonable as long as the statistical uncertainty can be considered to be dominant, and offers a fair indication that H → µ +µ − could be observed with ATLAS at the beginning of the HL-LHC phase



(The calculation is reasonable as long as the statistical uncertainty can be considered to be dominant.)



"higgs coupling to muons is very different to it's tau coupling. That's not the case for W boson which has a similar coupling between these generations… " and go to the next slide
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The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







2HDM+a theory







		Two Higgs doublets H1, H2 , one pseudoscalar singlet P









Five Higgs bosons





One DM mediator





SM Higgs



		Masses: mA, mH, mH±, ma, mχ (DM mass)







Mixing angles:



α → Mixing of CP-even states (H ⇔ h) 



β → 



θ → Mixing of CP-odd states (A ⇔ a)







				u-type

		d-type

		leptons

		gAu

		gAd



		Type I

		H2

		H2

		H2

		1/tanβ

		-1/tanβ



		Type II

		H2

		H1

		H1

		1/tanβ

		tanβ





Couplings









Constraints on mixing angle θ 



sinθ=0.2

sinθ=0.35







		sinθ choice affects A branching ratio















		Constraints on sinθ from EW precision observables

















A 





We choose small sinθ values of 0.2 and 0.35



The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly









		Measurements for h → invisible constrain ma ≳ 100 GeV







Constraints on Model Parameters







ma choice affects H branching ratios



We choose: 

ma = 100 GeV



		SM Higgs boson couplings → tight constraints on cos(β-α): We choose cos(β-α)=0 (alignment limit where h → SM Higgs)

Additional constraints:



		Decay widths of BSM (pseudo)scalars should remain small → narrow width approximation



		Scalar potential should be bounded from below (BFB) to assure stability







The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







 ATLAS A → Z(νν)H(bb) analysis



bb+ETmiss signature





arXiv:2311.04033











bb+ETmiss signature

Cross-sections in fb









σ(ggA) x Br(A → aH) x Br(a → χχ)x Br(H → bb)



σ(ggA) x Br(A → ZH) x Br(Z → νν)x Br(H → bb)













		Previous A→ZH→llbb analyses both in ATLAS and CMS cover mbb above 125 GeV 







bb+ll signature

Previous analyses





arxiv.2011.05639





arxiv.1603.02991













		A→ZH→llbb in ATLAS







bb+ll signature





arxiv.2011.05639











ZZ+ETmiss signature





arxiv.2107.00404











Selection from



		Exactly four leptons



		|mZ-91.2| < 10 GeV



		pT(l)>25GeV



		ETmiss  > 50 GeV



		m(4l) < 400 GeV









arxiv.2401.04742





Additional ATLAS 4l+MET search with 4l coming from H resonance









Benchmark scenarios









 

Study four benchmark points for different  Δm=mA-mH± and tanβ 



 

Black: Constraints from EW precision measurements and decay widths > 30%







Exclusion







		Show four different benchmark points for different Δm=mA-mH± and sinθ















		Δρ violated: Constraints from electroweak precision observables



		BFBs hold: Scalar potential is bounded from below 



		Γi/mi<30%: Decay widths of scalars should remain small 







The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







Signatures with charged Higgs



		Allowing larger mass splitting between mA and mH± makes further new unexplored signal signatures kinematically possible such as A→H+W- 

















mH±=mA-120, mH=100GeV, ma=600GeV









The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







		No previous A→H+W- analysis





		Only a small region (bottom left corner) is sensitive for the H±→W±H decay



		Larger region where the H±→tb decay is important



		Both of them give a final state not previously explored









Signatures with charged Higgs

The A → H+W- decay 





The parentheses are meant to describe the six parameters of CB in the order: gaussian core mean, gaussian core sigma, alpha_lo, alpha_hi, n_lo, n_hi



The CB function has heavier tails, which are great to model some non-Gaussian effects more properly







bb+ETmiss signature

 Impact of Box Diagrams









